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INTRODUCTION
Some issues are so entrenched that they are rarely being questioned. This
matter is a major factor when considering the statistics surrounding women
in the music industry since this industry up to this day is still being
dominated by men. It’s a myth that nothing is being done to conquer these
inequalities but there is a long way ahead. So, what challenges are women
actually facing?
The main issue as it is being discussed in this essay is the misrepresentation
of, and inequality towards women in the music industry. Women are
misrepresented on stage and behind the scenes, as well as in the media.
Important in this matter is the sexualisation of the female body and the
existence of male domination in the music industry.
In this essay I first will briefly walk through the highlights of female roles in
music from the 1980s until present time. These are the decades where the
most significant female image shifts took place. After this, sexualisation of
the female body will be the first topic of discussion followed by the
appearance of this issue in “behind the scenes occupations”, live
appearances and media such as magazines, books and videos. In the
chapter on media I will have a closer look at the perception of the public.
Especially the influence on young children will be explained as they are
specifically being affected by the issue.
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Chapter 1: Highlights in music: the story of change
1.1 The 1980s/1990s
In the 1980s and 1990s female artists were represented as ‘girl power’. There was a feminist movement
that allowed women to be outspoken, to not be afraid to take power, to believe in themselves and to
direct their own lives. Women started to move into leading roles and they sang about women’s issues
while starting to challenge the male gaze that quickly turned into a sexual thing. Women were able to
talk about sexuality without worrying about being names. Women searched independence for which
they sought role models, these role models were called ‘riot girls’.
The start of the shift in women’s representation could be set around the release of Madonna’s ‘Human
Nature’. Madonna was one of the first female artists to challenge the
male gaze. She used videos to send a message because of her influential
status. Once MTV realised sex sells, sexualisation was favoured over
empowerment. Madonna sang about how women should be able to talk
about sex because it is a part of human nature, she taught women to be
strong and to not let people take advantage of them.
In the 1990s the very successful girl band ’Spice Girls’ became an example
for many young girls. The girl band tried to embody the ideals of feminism
and girl power. They were considered to be the so longed riot girls trying to
show women men are not the most important thing. They underscored the
importance of friends over boys.

1.2 Present Times
A characteristic example on the representation of a female artist in present times is Miley Cyrus. At
the start of her career she was an idol for many girls. With her sweet and innocent image she stole the
hearts of many. Her songs were about the meaning of life. Her song ‘the climb’ was a successful release in
this chapter. In 2013 at the Met Gala, Cyrus showed up in a see-through fishnet dress by designer Marc
Jacobs with her hair statically standing upwards. From this moment in time her style became more and
more revealing with one of her most outrageous moments in 2013 during the MTV Video Awards where
she twerked with huge teddy bears and humped on Robin Thicke live on stage. From her sweet songs
with meaning she now sings about partying, drinking and being reckless showing an image of pure sex
					and lust.
					
Miley Cyrus shows that women are perceived in a more negative
					
light as opposed to women from the 1980s and 1990s. Present 		
					
female artists are successful by portraying their sexuality, they care
					
more about their image than about the message they are carrying
					out to their audiences.
					
This perception is heard when talking to present artists as well. Nicky
					
Minaj once said a woman’s cry or scream is never a sign of pain
					
but a sign of pleasure and joy. When they scream no, it actually is
					
meant as a yes. This shows how women are being pictures as sex
					
objects. This objectification of the female body is visible in many
					
vdeos such as ‘Turn me On’ by David Guetta featuring Minaj.
					
Guettta is Dr. Frankenstein, creating perfect men and women. In the
					
video men are in control, reflecting real life’s music industry, where
					
women in the video are perfect, fragile plastic dolls who can be
					broken.
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Chapter 2: Sexualisation of the female body
2.1 Sexualisation, what?
A trend and issue in the music industry is the sexualisation of the female body within song lyrics, photos,
advertisement, music videos and live performances. We have seen this in class as well as were being
shown music videos where a big difference was visible between videos from before and after the 1980s.
Because if this issue it is hard for women to not only have to prove themselves with their music but also
have to battle against an industry that is dominated by men. Would songs and videos really be less
successful without the sexualisation of the female body?
All this is not to dismiss that there are female artists who have taken control of their sexual identity,
leading to a confusing, dual message of power. Number one example in this scenario is Beyoncé
Knowles. For some people Beyoncé is an inspiration but for others her ways of dressing and dancing
leaves them shocked. Beyoncé is more than aware of this misdirection as she wrote a feminist internet
essay called ‘Gender Equality is a Myth!’ (2014). The core message of the essay is that she tells people
to stop buying into the gender equality myth as it isn’t reality yet.
Jessie J is another female artist who has used her sexuality in her advantage. In 2011 she released her
song ‘Do it like a Dude’, which was highly provocative with lyrics such as ‘money like a pimp, my bitch is
on my dick like this’. This release managed to successfully draw lots of attention to her as an artist. After
releasing ‘Do it like a dude’ she released ‘Price Tag’, and other songs containing meaningful
messages about bullying, being comfortable in your own skin and many other issues while remaining
popular. (Ward, C., 2013)
2.2 The Counter Movement
Luckily there is a countermovement on the going. In class we briefly talked about the succes of singers
such as Selah Sue and Adele. Adele is glorifying the other end of the spectrum. As an award winning
vocalist, singer, songwriter with huge success around the globe she is rarely sexualised. This although is
often put down because of her curves that are not present with other artists seen on front pages and
advertisements. Adele successfully subverts media and industry expectations of female artists with the
use of empowering lyrics, melodies and vocals instead of showing breasts, bottoms and nudity. Adele is
a glimpse on how it is possible to become successful presenting yourself without a
sexualised image. A lot of this sexual presentation nowadays is being pushed by the fact that sex just
sells, although there are exceptions like Adele’s, Female artists nowadays are commercially pushed to
sexualise their appearance.
Gabriella Cilmi, know from her hit ‘Sweet about Me’ admitted in an interview that she had felt pressurised
to present herself in a sexier way. Her management wanted her to move into sexier dancing routines, a
new image and a topless photoshoot for FHM, while being only 16 years old. (Canosa, S., 2014)
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Chapter 3: Appearance of the issue in the field
How does this issue of misrepresentation come to the surface in the field? The three main factors
where this issue plays a part is in behind the scenes occupations such as producers, managers and
label owners, live appearances, especially when it comes to festival line-ups and in the media.
3.1 Behind the scenes
FADER, an online magazine, interviewed thirteen female producers, managers and artists to talk about
their view on the female role in the music industry. These ladies came to an overall agreement that
education is an essential component for change: “Workshops and learning events where girls (and boys)
can practice for free” as well as they came to a mutual decision in need of “bigger female
representation in music events and in music press” and the “mentoring by other [female] artists”.
(The Fader, 2014)
FADER’s Ruth Saxelby said, “the music industry—like every industry on this patriarchal planet—is sexist. That
is not news. But this means we’re missing out on a whole world of sounds, stories, and perspectives.” Only
5 percent of the music producers and engineers are women and no woman has ever won a Grammy
award for producer of the year. There are women who do production work for themselves or for others,
but it still is a rarity. The self-production trend, as artists can now produce and publish themselves,
almost turned female music into a genre which puts female producers in their own category, almost as if
they do not belong in the studio. This trend shows in numbers when women apply for tasks such as being
a manager, a producer or a label owner in this male dominated music industry. The success rate for
these applications is only 15 percent. (Thacker, H. 2015)
3.2 Live appearances
3.2.1 Festival Line-ups
As discussed in class, record sales dropped and income is generated through live performances. The
figures do not give women a fair chance. Mis- and underrepresentation of women is still a subject open
for discussion, festival line-ups show a significant side lining of the female gender. One of United Kingdom’s biggest and most influential festivals called Reading and Leeds festival, in 2015 had a line-up
of 87 announced acts. From 87, 78 were male, 3 were female and 6 mixed. As a result there was a wide
range of responses across social media with questions rising as: ‘where are the women?’
Within hours after the release of the line-up the image had spread across the internet, shared thousands
of times. The story was featured on Buzzfeed, The Guardian, The Telegraph and BBC Radio 1. This social
media explosion opened fire on the still existing inequalities in the music industry as this seemed a strong
representation. Festivals book acts based on who they believe will sell tickets, but if these acts are only
male acts, there is a problem. The festival could and should have made use of their popularity to be a
perfect representor to address the issue of imbalance. (Crack in the Road, 2015)
Short-sighted views on female music still exist. Many people have claimed that the ‘nature of rock music
is male’, but didn’t people say the same about voting and politics? Those things have changed over
the years, so why can’t the inequality merit from a different point of view?
Comments such as ‘this just represents current trends’, ‘these acts are shit. Women are shit at making
music’, were strongly heard when the line-up was announced. But in my opinion a proper response would
be ‘let’s make new trends’.

“It still feels like a bit of a boys club, but our club is growing, too.”—
Alyssa DeHayes, Riot Act Media & Arrowhawk Records
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3.2.2 Quota
Festivals seem to be encouraged to bring male has-beens back to festivals rather than booking female
acts, just because they believe these acts will sell more tickets. This shows far less proactivity when it
comes to looking into the future and into decreasing this inequality. Equal rights in theory is a good
thing but without practise there is still nothing to work with. Same goes for the inequality in the music
industry. We would not have been able to integrate and put into practise the equal rights of voting
through passing laws alone.
So what about quota? What if we make sure a certain percentage of the acts is female?
I personally at no point would recommend to enforce quota for music festivals. Each festival has a
unique identity and this identity is merely present because of the acts that are being booked. Although
I would recommend the Reading & Leads Festival to overlook their decision to almost exclude women
completely from their line-up within their current identity.
As CEO Melvin Benn said after the announcement of the line-up:
“The idea that female bands are sidelined as a suggestion, is just not there. The truth is that there has
been an historic lack of opportunity for young women to get into bands and to be in bands, and I think
that has disappeared now. I don’t think there’s any young women thinking of joining a band now that
think, ‘There’s no point, because I’m going to be sidelined’. I don’t think sidelining exists, but there was
certainly lack of opportunity.” (Pollard, A., 2015)
This shows that he stands against the issue in words but then does not follow through with actions as
represented by the unbalanced line-up. There is a long road ahead.
3.3 Media
3.3.1 Issue appearances in the media
Magazines
Music magazines are the most comprehensive way to document popular music history. The way in which
artists are represented today will influence how they are remembered in the future. What will end up in
music history books is shaped by specific organizations, judged by the artist’s impact on the public to
be credible enough to actually end up being documented.
This seems to be the lag behind contemporary music production. Therefore magazines are the most
important source for providing a widespread account of popular music as these magazines provide
this information in a specific period of time regardless of whether an artist has proved to be worth a
textbook documentation.
Beyoncé Knowles, Britney Spears and Madonna for example could all be considered role models. They
present themselves as strong individuals who are both sexual and feminine. Trouble is the way men
approach these women’s images in the press. Their efforts are belittled, they are being judged on their
looks and appearance rather than on their music and the readers often reflect on it as the truth. This is
how the powerful status these women gained over the years is being terrorized and redefined by the
press to suit the readers’ cognitive structures. What remains is the status of sex-symbols, girly-girls and
drama queens. The status of a powerful woman is thus being pressurized.
I believe it is beyond importance that an ongoing process arises to define what makes an artist worthy
of being documented in magazines and ultimately in books. It is our duty for future generations to have
an understanding of how women fit into our popular music culture.
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Music Videos
Music videos are a popular medium nowadays with Youtube and Vimeo for leading roles. Visual content
to enforce the power of music has been a strong medium for years. They have always been a medium to
enrich and strengthen the message. The best to extract the way videos work is to have a closer look at
the effects of the medium.
3.3.2 Imagination gone; the effects on children
Imagination is gone, we have seen it all, even our kids have. The way women are represented in the
music industry is not reflective of women in real life, and the effects of this have been a subject to debate for years. Women are commonly being sexualised and stereotyped across the media.
Music has always been held to be a corrupting influence on the younger generation. When questioning
whether it has gone too far now, 87 percent of Netmum parents said it has. Not only girls are being
influenced by the present media culture, also boys are being affected as 25 percent of the parents
said that boys thought women want men to be into violence and gangster culture. Almost 80 percent of
the parents have heard their children sing or repeat sexual lyrics as parents reported youngsters and
even toddlers repeating words such as ‘I’m Britney, Bitch!’ and ‘I’m sexy and I know it’. One third of the
parents saw their child copying provocative dance moves they had seen popstars perform. (Cosslet, R.,
2013)
Parents believe that overly sexual stars send negatives messages to their children, 69 percent said it
taught young girls they need to ‘flash their body and be sexual to get noticed’ while 10 percent says it
enforces the belief that girls are ‘just sexual objects’, 56 percent claimed popstars are more like
pornstars. (Netmums, 2007)
Professor Sut Jhally stated in his lecture ‘Gender, sex and representation’ (2009) women are often seen
provocatively touching themselves, male artists and other women. This behaviour, when emulated by kids,
could be damaging. What is interesting is that this behaviour is rarely shown by male artists.
Women doing so is explained as them asserting their femininity and expressing themselves sexually,
beyond boundaries of what is usual. It would cause a fierce and offensive row over sexuality if male
artists were to carry out actions as seen in music videos such as Miley Cyrus ‘we can’t stop’. We would
not see two male artists kiss each other on stage as means of creating a flirty scandal like Britney
Spears and Madonna did. All this could be suggesting that women’s sexuality is being taken less
seriously which could be damaging for both adult women and young girls. Jhally suggests that this
sexualised fantasy world in which female artists are indulging lesbian fantasies and expressing
themselves through provocative dance routines has set the standard for women in the music industry.
This trend forces women to promote their bodies and looks to even be able to become successful in an
industry dominted by men. (Jhally, S., 2009)
Nothing
is provocative anymore,
						
To see the effect of music videos these days it is important
Even for kids
						
to look at how young women audiences make sense of music
No room for imagining,
						
videos and how they relate music video messages to their
beCause everyone has seen everything
						
own femininity. A study by Libby McKenna (2006) for the
Question what the tv tells you
Question
what
a
pop
star
sells
you
						
University of South Florida using focus groups to see how
Question
mum and question dad
						
young women interpret music videos featuring women artists
Question good and question bad
						
showed that young women perceive sexist and/or
If history could set you free
						stereotypical
depictions presented in the videos.
From
who you were supposed to be
If
sex in a society did not tell a girl
					
Who
she would be
						
During six focus groups, three music videos were reviewed by
Cause all my life I have tried to fight
						
49 college students, mostly consisting of young women in
What history has given me
						
their early 20s. The researcher found that the women
Sex Sex Sex...

						

*
Marina and the diamonds - sex yeah
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participants felt pressure to meet an impossible standard of
an ideal feminine form, as defined by men.

The results revealed the participants’ concern about their own inadequacies in comparison.
Participants generally observed that the women artists in the treatment music videos are not real
women, but participants demonstrated a wishful desire to be more like the artists.
CONCLUSION
Personal view on the issue
After seeing the ‘memorable performance’ at the 2013 MTV Video Music Awards by Miley Cyrus, where
she twerked with a huge teddy bear and made use of foam fingers, the ‘good girl gone bad image’ in
my eyes became characteristic for modern music industry.
I remember reading about an open letter exchange between the new born bad girl Miley and Sinead
O’Connor after Cyrus cited O’Connor as an inspiration. Sinead O’Connor plead to Cyrus to not exploit
her body or sexuality in order for men to make money of her. Cyrus responded by denying even being a
role model, including to her young-teens fan base. In my opinion Miley Cyrus has both a good and bad
influence. She seems to insinuate it’s okay to have oral sex with about every object she comes across
but in a way she is also a fresh new face to the music industry with her boy-ish looks. Cyrus is breaking
the mould and many female artist are doing the same.
Too often still, female performers seem to be judged first by their gender, second by their looks and only
third by their talent and art. I believe we should try to no longer relegate songs made by women as
strictly for women. We should stop comparing female artists to female artists only and we should
certainly stop judging a woman’s stage presence by how she looks in a tight leather bodysuit.
The discussion about women’s misrepresentation in the music industry came to a head in November
2013 with Lily Allen’s controversial video for “Hard Out Here.” The lyrics criticized many of the standards
about sexuality, ambition, and physical appearances faced by women in everyday life as well as in the
music industry. The video is a parody with back up dancers twerking and licking bananas. This to me is
a statement that shows in footage and in lyrics what the music industry is actually about.
						
I believe the music industry needs representation of women
						
in all genres and occupations. Luckily the scene for women,
						
on-stage and off, is growing as there is a choice in identity,
						
image and choice of songs as the counter movement is
						being guided by artists like Adele.

“Don’t need to shake my ass for you
‘cause I’ve got a brain.” - Lilly Allen
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APPENDIX
Music industry Infographic
For a bigger view this
inforgraphic is available at the
following link:
http://www.whisperfiercely.com/
wp-content/uploads/2015/12/
Women-in-Music.jpg
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